The eR'ects of the struck nucleon-core binding potential on the first-order term of the 
I. INTRODUCTION
A common feature of many approaches to the firstorder term of the Kerman, McManus, and Thaler (KMT) [1] expansion of the optical potential is the use of the impulse approximation.
At intermediate energies it is assumed the incident energy is sufficiently large that the effects of the nuclear medium, specifically the mean field potential binding the struck nucleon to the core of target nucleons and the struck nucleon binding energy, can be neglected [2 -4] . The collision of the incident and struck nucleons is thus considered free. An important practical consequence of this approximation is that momentum conservation within the NN collision can be assumed.
The Pauli blocking medium effects, associated with the second-order terms of the KMT potential, have recently been evaluated [5] . However, all calculations are far from satisfactory in their description of the available experimental data, in particular with regard to the reactive content of the calculated optical potential. In this work we investigate the struck nucleon-core binding effects upon the first-order KMT optical potential.
An intrinsic difficulty in including such binding effects is that they require the solution of a three-body problem [6, 7] . Several attempts to include this effect in the case of pion-nucleus scattering can be found in the literature. They have lead to some contradictory results; see, for example, the review of Thomas and Landau and references therein [8] . Two attempts have previously been made to study the validity of the impulse approximation in the evaluation of the first-order KMT optical potential for proton scattering [2, 9] . In the first [2] only the binding energy of the struck nucleon was considered, however, a detailed treatment of the momenta of the interacting nucleon pair and hence an explicit inclusion of the variation of the energy of the NN transition amplitude was included. This binding energy correction leads to an overall negative shift in the energy parameter in the NN amplitude. We note particularly that the inclusion of this negative energy shift was largely responsible for the significant corrections to the impulse approximation reported in that work. In the second work [9] both the binding energy and the binding potential were considered through the use of an effective mass approach. In both these works the ability of the binding potential to actually induce momentum transfers in the nucleon-nucleus collision is ignored. It is this effect, together with the binding energy effect of Ref. [2] which is carefully considered here. The nonlocality of the binding potential is ignored. Throughout we use the off-shell NN transition matrix derived from the Paris potential [10] .
II. THE OPTICAL POTENTIAL
The first-order term of the KMT nucleon-nucleus optical potential is given by the expression [1, 5] A -1 The energy parameter is now written u = E+8a, where in the following the effective single-particle energies Za will be chosen to cancel the leading binding potential correction to the two-body transition amplitude. The two NN transition amplitudes are related through the exact relationship
In the momentum space representation, the matrix elements of the optical potential are Introducing unit partitions, in momentum space, for the incident and struck nucleons then
where the propagators are hz k"2 g(ada, kp, kl ) = Cdn where the NN amplitude corresponds to an energy parameter of
Applying momentum conservation at each of the free NN vertices, now gives, e.g. ,
in the NN center-of-mass frame.
The momentumconserving 6'-functions dictate that kl' --K = kp+kl -kp and that ky = K = ko + k& ko therefore (k114 lkl") = 4(kl kl ) = g (kp+ k', -kp -kl), and the correction term reads
e now neglect the dependences upon the momentum of the struck nucleon everywhere except that in the wave functions and in the binding potential. We thus assume that the single-particle states and potential are the most strongly dependent functions of the struck nucleon momentum. The correction term then reads
where now K = ko -ko and lC' = kp -ko.
The binding effects enter through the function I dependent effective single-particle energies given by
where we have defined with explicit contributions from both the binding energy and the binding potential.
In the description of the target nucleus we shall not distinguish between protons and neutrons. We also fix, in the evaluation of the energy parameter of the NN transition amplitude, the projectile momentum to the on-shell value Kp and therefore the amplitude is to be calculated at the energies
. (24) and V (q) = dry*(r)exp( -iq r)V)(r)p (r 
in which case (kp~A U~k o) vanishes.
For ease of interpretation, the binding correction can therefore be expressed in terms of momentum-transferwith q the momentum transfer q = kp -ko. In order to minimize the correction to the two-body amplitude it follows from Eq. (19) that we should choose the energy parameter u~such that
The second term in Eq. (26) modifies the optimal factorization approximation [4] to take into account the 
III. THE FINITE NUCLEUS MODEL
We consider a description of the target nucleus where a shell-model single-particle potential of Woods-Saxon (36) with up the angular frequency for the harmonic motion. For consistency with the Woods-Saxon case we will not consider center-of-mass corrections to the oscillator model. Thus, the target density distribution is evaluated directly from the HO single-particle wave functions using the relative frequency obtained by Donnelly and Walker [12] .
IV. THE BINDING POTENTIAL CORRECTION
The binding potential Eq. (36) give the correct oscillator kinetic energies in the q = 0 limit.
As the momentum transfer increases from zero, the positive energy shift increases, essentially because the factor Vj (r) in Eq. (30) makes the mean-square radius of the distribution R (r)Vj(r) smaller than that of R (r).
Except near the zero of pz(q) in the OP case, the energy shift is positive, as is shown in Fig. 2 gible. Thus only relatively minor changes are expected in the calculated optical potential and elastic scattering observables.
In Fig. 3 
